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D ear Committee Members: 

I am very pleased to submit the National Aquarium in Baltimore's application for the 2007 Rudy 
Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. 

Our Pier 3 expansion brings an architecturally beautiful building and waterfront park to Baltimore's 
acclaimed Inner Harbor. The crystalline building with its 35-foot waterfall v-isible through irs glass 
exterior serves as a backdrop for the freely accessible warerfronr park. The combination of building 
and park offers a singular educatio nal space that introduces residents and ,·isiwrs w the regional 
narural environment- the habitats of the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The park addresses the need 
for a green space in an urban area surrounded by buildings and concrete and gives the .-\quarium a 
way w bring its conservation message outside of irs walls w another segment of the community. 

The National Aquarium in Baltimore is the mid-Atlantic region's foremost 501 (c)(3) conserYation 
ed ucation organization. Through live exhibits, quali ty education programming, and innovative 
conservation initiatives, the Aquarium prov-ides transforming experiences that encourage an 
appreciation of the world's most sensitive ecosystems and the creatures that are sustained by them. 
In the 25 years since it opened, the Aquarium has educated approximately 36 million visitors. 
\X'e believe our new expansion provides another transforming experience for the entire Baltimore 
community and visitors from across the country and around the world. 

ho uld you have any questions regarding the Aquarium or our award application, please feel 
free to contact Georgette Frederick, Direcwr of Corporate and Foundation Relations, at 
410-576-3840 or gfrederick@aqua.org. 

Celebrating 25 yarr ~/inffJin"ngpeopk to rrffJM and protect the aquali; lj'Orld. 



PROJECT DATA 33-07 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application 
forms if needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms 
are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer should be preceded by the question to 
which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

Project Name: National Aquarium in Baltimore Pier 3 Expansion Location: Inner Harbor. Baltimore. MD 

Owner: National Aquarium in Baltimore 

Project Use(s): Exhibitions space (Animal Planet Australia: Wild Extremes), visitor amenities. Waterfront Park 

Project Size: Building: 65.400 square feet and 120 feet (12 stories) high: Waterfront Park: 37.800 square feet 

Total Development Cost: $75.5 million 

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate): $38 million 

Date Initiated: September 5. 2002 Percent Completed by December 1. 2006 

Project Completion Date (if appropriate): December 2005 

Attach. if you wish. a list of relevant project dates. 

Groundbreaking: September 5, 2002 

Amenities open to public: September 9, 2005 

Exhibit and Park open to public: December 16, 2005 

Application submitted by: 

Name: David M. Pittenger Title: Executive Director 

Organization: National Aquarium in Baltimore 

Address : 501 E. Pratt Street City/State/Zip Baltimore. MD 21202 

Telephone (410) 576-3821 Fax (410) 576-8238 

E-mail dpittenger@aqua.org Weekend Contact Number (for notification): 

Key Participants (Attach an additional sheet if needed) 

100% 

Organization Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

Public Agencies: Baltimore Department of Planning, Duncan Stuart. 410-396-5902. Duncan.Stuart@baltimorecity.gov 

ArchitecUDesigner: Chermayeff Sollogub and Poole. Inc .. Bobby Poole. 617-357-5000 x212. bpoole@csp

architects.com 

Develo er 

Professional Consultant: Rhodeside & Harwell, Inc., Kevin Fisher. 703-683-7447,kevinf@rhodeside-harwell.com 

Community Group 

Other 

NOTE: See attached list for additional information 

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply). 
_ Direct Mailing _ Magazine Advertisement Previous RBA entrant 

Professional Online Notice Previous Selection Committee member 
Organization Bruner/Loeb Forum x_ Other (please specify) - DC Funding Alert 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction 
or use by others, and to po on he Bruner Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants 
that the applic t has full ~ authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant 
these rights a d 
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ABSTRACT 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application 
forms if needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms 
are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer should be preceded by the question to 
which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

Project Name: National Aquarium in Baltimore Pier 3 Expansion 

Address: Pier 3/501 E. Pratt Street Citv/State/Zip Baltimore, MD 21202 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 
On December 16, 2005, the National Aquarium in Baltimore put a new face on its Inner Harbor landmark

a new 64,500 square foot expansion and a new urban waterfront park. This expansion includes a crystalline building 
containing the large-scale Australian immersion exhibit, Animal Planet .Australia: ll7ild Extremes; the 35-footAI/eghe'!Y 
Cascades Western Maryland waterfall; new visitor amenities; and, on the pier in front of the building, the free 
Chesapeake Bay Watershed-themed Harry & Jeanette ll7einbel)!, ll7aterftvnt Park. 

The major project goals included expanding the Aquarium's collection, interpreting the Chesapeake Bay, 
creating a gateway to the Bay, providing expanded and updated visitor amenities, and adding a free educational green 
space for Inner Harbor visitors and our downtown office tower neighbors to enjoy. 

The new building, with its glass exterior that offers a glimpse of the exhibit within, combines with the green 
space of the waterfront park to offer an outdoor exhibit that visually enhances the Inner Harbor and brings the 
Aquarium,s conservation message outside of our walls. 

The waterfront park is a key component of the expansion, offering a creative solution to an urban problem
limited green space. The free and fully accessible park transforms a concrete area that was once slated to be a parking 
lot into a watershed-in-miniature that can be enjoyed by an estimated 11 million annual visitors to Baltimore's Inner 
Harbor. Located in front of the new building, naturalistic "slices of nature" re-create Maryland's watershed journey
from the quiet marshland of the Bay to the rugged mountain terrain of Allegheny and Garrett counties and adjacent 
watershed states - culminating in the spectacular backdrop of the dramatic Al/eghe!fY Cascades waterfall visible from the 
park through the crystalline walls of the new building. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider 
such factors as: effect on the urban environment, innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of the 
project development; new and creative approaches to urban issues; design quality.) 

The singular design of the new expansion building is an architectural breakthrough for the Aquarium
encased from top to bottom in low-iron glass, the crystalline building is an outdoor exhibit. People on the street and 
the other side of the harbor can see the realistic rock formations of Animal Planet A11stra!ia, the A!leghe!fY Cascades 
waterfall, and the activity within the building. In describing the building design, architect Peter Chermayeff notes that, 
"We wanted it to really feel a part of the city, so that people just going by in a car or taxi get the sense that the 
aquarium is a place of life." Architect Bobby Poole adds, "It's what we've wanted to happen for all these years- to 
make the aquarium as transparent as possible so people having lunch at Harborplace can look across and see the lights 
and activity inside." (Baltimore S11n, December 15, 2005). 

The waterfront park that stretches along the pier in front of the expansion building enhances the visual 
impact of the building. The remarkable aspect of the project is the seamless integration of the massive structure with 
the ground plane. Designed as a natural component of the Chesapeake landscape, the park takes visitors on a walk 
through watershed habitats of native grasses and marsh, ending at the upland forest with a backdrop of a three story 
high waterfall that is inside a crystal box, not outside. Evening and night viewing is particularly breathtaking- when 
the building is lighted, the waterfall has a spectacular visual impact. The all-native plantings combine with recordings 
of regional fauna to complete the illusion of being in a natural setting rather than a concrete urban setting. Visitors to 
the park are often seen looking for specific birds they hear within the habitats. Many species of Chesapeake and 
migratory birds routinely visit the park. 

The only park on the north side of the Inner Harbor, the waterfront park offers everyone a place of beauty 
and respite. However, the park is not just a place of beauty, but also a free educational space and outdoor exhibit 
accessible to all- school children, residents, tourist, and office workers. The re-created natural habitats, a granite 
watershed map embedded in the plaza, informative exhibition-quality graphics, and staffed interactive discovery carts 
help visitors and passers-by gain a better understanding of the Chesapeake Bay and its watershed, an appreciation of 
the part every watershed resident plays in the Bay's survival, and techniques for becoming involved in conserving and 
restoring this national treasure. The park truly serves as an Aquarium exhibit, helping us reach an even broader 
audience with our conservation message. 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application 
forms if needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms 
are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer should be preceded by the question to 
which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

1. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, significant trade-offs were required to 
implement the project? 

The expansion project supports our mission to provide transforming experiences that inspire people to respect 
and protect the aquatic world through live exhibits, quality educational programming, and innovative conservation 
initiatives. The underlying values of the project address our mission by stimulating conservation action among visitors 
and the general public; engaging the public with exciting architecture, exhibits, and programs; merging science, education, 
and entertainment; and creating a gateway to the Chesapeake for the millions of visitors that cross the Aquarium piers 
each year. Our challenge was to fii:td a way to do even more to take our conservation message outside of our walls, 
reaching an even broader segment of the urban community. 

The Aquarium is especially dedicated to the conservation and protection of the aquatic environment closest to 
home- the Chesapeake Bay watershed, which is an important economic and cultural resource for the region. Designed 
to impart the dual message that the Chesapeake Bay is part of a personal connection to nature and the health of the 
watershed is affected by everyone's daily actions, the park is an urban educational space freely accessible to all Inner 
Harbor visitors, allowing the Aquarium to take its message out onto the pier. Exhibit-quality graphic panels at each 
habitat offer educational messages and environmental actions that visitors can take to protect the watershed. A 
detailed multi-hued grartite map of the watershed- stretching from New York to North Carolina- is embedded in 
the plaza and used for educational purposes. Movable educational carts stationed in the park when weather permits 
include demonstrations, touchable animal artifacts, and hands-on activities that demonstrate how water works its way 
to the Bay and how individuals can make decisions that help keep the Bay healthy. 

In recognition of its new waterfront park, new A//eghe'!J Cascades waterfall, and existing watershed-themed 
exhibits, in 2004 the National Park Service named the Aquarium an official Chesapeake Bay Gateway. The 
Chesapeake Bay Gateways Network is a partnership system of more than 140 special places that include sites, hiking 
trails, and water trails around the watershed where people can experience and learn about the Chesapeake Bay. . 

Trade-offs due to budgetary constraints led designers to reduce the amount of active running water within the 
exterior exhibits, removing a stronger visual link between interior and exterior habitats. Two bus shelters located within 
the formal tree-lined edge of the traffic circle were deleted with the intention of returning them at a future date. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? Please include relevant information on urban context. 
When the Aquarium opened its original building on Pier 3 in 1981, it was the centerpiece of a renaissance that 

transformed Baltimore's Inner Harbor from an area of decimated wharves and derelict warehouses into a thriving 
tourist and financial district that features more than 3,000 hotel rooms, shopping, night clubs, and office towers, 
creating a substantial economic impact for the city. New visitor attractions include the Maryland Science Center, the 
Living Classrooms Maritime Museum, the American Visionary Arts Museum, and the Reginald F. Lewis Museum of 
Maryland African American History and Culture. Redevelopment has turned underperforming harbor properties into 
condominiums and apartments. Small adjoining neighborhoods have experienced the real estate boom of the past five 
years making the Inner Harbor home to many residents. However, the area is now surrounded by buildings and 
concrete- a green space was sorely needed. The waterfront park addresses that need. 

On many days, families, tour groups, school children, office workers, and city residents fill the benches and 
tables in the waterfront park. Accessible restrooms are the only public, exterior restrooms in the area. More businesses 
and services have opened in adjacent properties as the park serves as a hub for the north side of the Inner Harbor. 
For example, new shops and restaurants are moving into a new building across the street from the park. The park is 
a meeting place, a lunchtime destination, and a pleasant spot to spend evenings watching activities on the harbor. 
Individuals, families, and school groups investigate _the self-guided exterior exhibits. Environmental groups use the 
park as a festival site, presenting activities to park visitors. In place of a concrete plaza and bus-loop, the pier has 
become a green space, a meeting place, another gateway to the Chesapeake Bay watershed- in essence a place where 
everyone can enjoy the beauty of the natural world while in the heart of the city. 

Based on tourism statistics prepared by the Baltimore Area Convention and Visitors ,Association, more than 
11 million visitors come to the Inner Harbor each year. Thus, millions of people experience the free park, as it is 
accessible to anyone who visits the Inner Harbor, not just those who intend to visit the Aquarium. As an outdoor 
exhibit, the new park provides a venue for the Aquarium to educate many more people in addition to the 1.6 million 
annual visitors who enter our buildings. 



3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where 
appropriate. . 

With approximately 1.6 million annual visitors, the Aquarium recognized a need to improve visitor amenities in 
its building on pier 3 and the 1984 expansion on pier 4. A new building would address this need while providing an 
opportunity to develop a singular new exhibit to grow the collection along with a park that would offer an outside. 
exhibit that resonates with the history of the community by focusing on its most significant resource- the Chesapeake 
Bay. The selection process for an architect resulted in hiring Chermayeff, Sollogub & Poole, designer of the original 
building. Consultants and workshops helped determine the potential for LEED compliance, city participation, and 
design review. We hired Parks and People Foundation to advise designers and staff on the function of the park, its 
integration with the building, and neighbor involvement. In an unusual move, the Aquarium's exhibits and design 
department joined the architects to lead the exhibit team for both interior and park exhibits. The staff functioned as 
consultants to the architects, providing all drawings for habitat, interpretation, and exhibits. Aquarium staff and design 
representatives met with neighbors such as the Living Classrooms Folindation, the State of Maryland Port Authority, the 
Rouse Corporation, and Baltimore Visitor and Convention Bureau during the design and approval process. The city's 
Inner Harbor Task Force and its Architectural Review Board reviewed each phase of design. The Aquarium reviewed 
early plans with the National Park Service's Chesapeake Bay Gateway Network and was designated a Chesapeake Bay 
Gateway. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's geodetic survey team located a geodetic marker for 
Baltimore in the granite watershed map. The Chesapeake Bay Trust reviewed plans and funded interactive discovery 
carts that interpret the Bay. We enlisted the help of city school children, giving them an opportunity to become a part of 
the development of the park. The Aquarium's educational wedand nursery program partners with 13 Baltimore area 
schools to teach students about the Bay by growing wedand grasses at schools that the students then plant at Bay 
conservation sites. Aquarium staff led a group of students in planting their grasses in the waterfront park. Park graphics 
picture the students at work to help describe the ways individuals can participate in similar activities around the region. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where 
appropriate. 

The total cost of the new building and waterfront park was $75.5 million. Major financial sources included 
funding from the Aquarium's Foundation, public funding (City of Baltimore, State of Maryland), long-term financing, 
and a private sector capital campaign with a goal of $15 million. Ultimately, the Aquarium raised $18 million with gifts 
from trustees, staff, individuals, corporations, and foundations. Key elements of the fundraising effort included 
challenge grants from the Kresge Foundation and the Harry & Jeannette Weinberg Foundation. The project costs are 
difficult to compare area by area because the project was so complex. Using 65,400 square feet for the building, 
37,800 square feet for the waterfront park, and 19,400 square feet for the bus turnaround, the total is approximately 
$615 per square foot. This does not include additional work such as relocating utilities, a 20,000 square foot animal 

. holding facility built off-site, and the medical and shipping costs to transport animals from Australia. 

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other 
urban settings? 

A unique aspect of the project is the partnerships formed to enrich a previously unremarksble concrete 
landscape in downtown Baltimore. A diverse group of partners, as described above, joined forces and resources to create 
a park that combines aesthetics, amenities, conservation messaging, exhibit context, and personal action and 
involvement. The skin of the crystalline building works with the waterfront park to create an outdoor exhibit that the 
whole community can enjoy. The building makes effective use of the constrained space on a pier, reaching upward 
instead of outward With its glass walls, the building is designed to give people outside a view of what is within, 
becoming an outdoor exhibit. The waterfront park is singular in the way it re-creates, in a naturalistic way, the diverse 
landscape of the Chesapeake Bay watershed rather than being simply a pretty space with cultivated gardens. The 
beautiful crystalline building and park now occupy a space that the city once considered converting into a parking lot. 

The park is a platform on which the Aquarium and its neighbors will build programs and activities for the future 
and health of the Bay. Recendy, a neighboring developer requested that we replace the grass beds planted by city . 
students with flowers. The request gave us an opportunity to educate and foster understanding, serving as a vehicle for 
discussions related to the plight of our environment, the role we each play in correcting it, and the value of getting 
involved. Over time and with cultivation, each of the park habitats will become more vigorous with larger specimens and 
ultimately will appear as wild habitats. Log and leaf debris used to mulch the plants and any dead specimens left in place, 
will present a more natural mix. The park is a model for urban landscaping with a message, combining learning with fun 
and pleasant surroundings; it challenges assumptions in urban landscape design. The model for the park is adaptable to 
other urban settings- using a small, contained space to re-create nearby natutal settings that educates local residents 
about the natutal environment close to home. It serves as a laboratory for students of landscape architecture and 
environmental action. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application fonns if needed. If 
possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the fonns. If the fonns are not used and answers are 
typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of·each answer 
should be limited to the area provided on the original fonn. 

This sheet Is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was Involved, in helping the project 
respond to neighborhood Issues. 

Name Klrbv Fowler Title President 

Organization Downtown Partnership of Baltimore Telephone ( 41 Ol 244-1 030 

Address 217N. Charles St.. Suite 100 City/State/ZIP Baltimore, MD 21201 

Fax ( l E-mail kfowler@doob.org 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation pennission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, 
for any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to 
submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and pennissions. 

Sl ature~~ 
I. How did you, or the organization you represent, become Involved In this project? What role did you play? 

As the leading advOCJte for Downtown Baltimore, The Partnermtp has strongly supported the National Aquarium In Baltimore 
(NA/B} through marketing and Issue advOCJcy. For this project, we utJI!zed advertisements, spec/a/ events(!( promotions, and 
pubUc relations to suppoJt the NAIB's p~ and post-opening of the new fdcU!ty. 

Spec/Rcally, we used web and print-based media to raise awareness of the new fdc!Dty and Its opening schedule. And we continue 
to promote the new exhibition to In-market vis/torY. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

From a limd!ng and construction standpoint, the community was fu!ly behind the NAIB and this major expansion. If there were 
any negatives, It was that construction delays pushed back the much-antldpated opening of the Australfa exhibit. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate 
In making them? 

The Partnermtp was not Involved directly In the construction of the project but we did help the NAIB aleJt the community to any 
changes that affected the opening of the fdcU!ty. At each phase of construction, there were updates, and marketing was tweaked 
to reRect the changing realltles. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE ccoNT'Dl 

4. Has this proJect made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

It has absolutely beneRted the Downtown Baltimore commiDifty by ~/nv/g'orattng the offerfniS that atllilct miD/ons of In· and out· 
market vlsltD~ each year. 111e NAIB Is pedlaps Ba/tlmore's slgnatiJre atlli/ctlon and It has done a grJOd Job of rotating exhibits to 
keep the expedence li"esh for vlsltDrs. 1l1Js new fadllty raises their already high standard In tl!nns of fadllty design and exfiibJt 
proJ1/a/11111/ng, 

It Is also a welcome addition to the Downtown skyline and pedestrian expedence. During the day, the dr.unadc glass peak Is 
l1suafly SI1Jnnlng and brdlds excitement about the exhibits within. 111e devedy thought-out p/ara In front bettl!r mill/3ger the 
throngr of NAIB vlsltD~ (and the related vehicular tramc), and Incorporates educadonal programming through signa~, model 
eauy.Jte~ and ambient sound. 

At night, the buildlngfJ/ows from the AusllaiJa exhibit within, ghdng It an afflll'-houn presmce that did not previously exist. Even 
when the NAIB Is dosed for the erenlng, It compDments the overaO expedence of visitors, diners, and dub goen In the Inner 
Harflor. 

5. Would you change anything about this proJect or the development process you went through? 

111e NAIB Is a skJDed corporatl! dt/ren. From design and funding, through construction and the tp/a opening, the NAIB handled 
the proJect with aplomb. I am sure there were counde.sr Issues_ conce~ and delays that ~ during the couae of such a 
compUcated proJect, but the pubUc &JW only an org;mlradon (the NAIB) that IIIIS calm, coUected, and enthusfastlc. 



PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application form if needed. If 
possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on 

1 separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited 
) the area provided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by staff representative(s) of public agency (ies) who were directly involved in the financing, design review, 
or public approvals that affected this project. 

Name Duncan Stuart, AICP Title City Planner Ill 

Oraanization City of Baltimore Department of Planning Telephone (41 0) 396-5902 

Address 417 East Fayette Street, slh Floor City/State/Zip Baltimore. MD 21202-3416 

Fax (410) 244-7358 E-mail Duncan.Stuart@baltimorecity.gov 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever., the materials submitted. T. e pplicant arrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all att d materials and to grant s rights issions. 

Si nature 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements). 

The Department of Planning administers the Capital Improvement Program for the City of Baltimore. The following actions and reviews 
were also part of the Department of Planning's participation in the project: 

• Pre-development meeting 
• Site Plan Review Committee notification 
• Critical area approval 
• Building permits review 
• Floodplain regulation review 
• City Council bill review and passage 
• Local agency review of Army Corps of Engineers/Maryland Department of the Environment Tidal Wetlands licenses for 

construction (the Aquarium met or exceeded the requirements). 
• Design Advisory Panel review and approval 
• Urban Renewal Plan review and amendment 

The City also promoted the Aquarium's plan to create a public park, which includes Maryland native plants, within the Harbor 
prorpenade. The park reduces impervious surfaces in the Inner Harbor area while providing more open space and educates citizens of 
the different habitat zones in the State. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? Whattrade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project How 
did your agency participate in making them? · 

As the leading attraction in Baltimore's Inner Harbor, the Aquarium is a key economic engine for the City and an important educational 
facility for City schoolchildren. The project completely revitalized Pier 3 with a new building that includes a new permanent exhibit and a 
public park and is expected to increase the number of visitors to the Aquarium within the Inner Harbor area in the City, boosting the 
local economy. The park is an educational space that is accessible to all visitors to the harbor. As part of the project, the Aquarium 
connects the portion of a seven-mile shoreline promenade that includes Pier 3 which also accommodates the surrounding 
neighborhoods. 

Some of the many compromises/trade-oils that the Department of Planning made or participated in over the several years of 
construction included: 

• The City participated in early workgroup meetings with the Aquarium to review LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) and suitable building ideas. 

• The City met to discuss and foster the possibility of using sustainability/high performance building features. Some items were 
actually incorporated into the building." This was a mutual learning experience for all and helped forge a partnership with the 
architects and engineers hired by the Aquarium. 

• The City changed the access to the pedestrian bridges that connect Inner Harbor piers to increase the public's circulation and 
ease of movement during the construction period and onto the Aquarium's campus once construction was completed. 

• The City helped address issues such as bus access to the Aquarium and the impact on traffic and visitors of buses idling, 
pollution, etc. 



PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE ccoNT'Dl 

3. Describe the project's impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. 

"he Aquarium is a major draw for the City's tourism industry and is one of the key players in the rejuvenation of Baltimore's Inner 
iarbor. It also offers a variety of educational opportunities for area schoolchildren, hosting many local children free of charge, and has 

many programs designed to help restore the Chesapeake Bay. This project expanded the Aquarium to include a new educational 
exhibit about Australia as well as a park with educational plantings related to the Chesapeake Bay that is free to all harbor visitors. 
The Aquarium expects to increase its annual number of visitors from an average of 1.6 million per year to 2 million per year by 201Q, 
which will generate greater spending throughout the area. 

The Aquarium already contributes about $82 million per year to the local economy. The Aquarium expects to increase its annual 
number of visitors from an average of 1.6 million per year to 2 million per year by 2010, which will generate greater spending throughout 
the area. The economic impact began almost immediately upon the opening of the building in December 2005 with the convention and 
tourist industry seeing increased interest. · 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to 
agencies like yours in other cities? 

The Aquarium already was, and continues to be, an excellent partner of the City and continues to increase its impact on the positive 
changes in Baltimore and on improving knowledge of the natural world, especially the Chesapeake Bay. The City also had the 
opportunity to develop a relationship with the architects, Chermayeff Sollogub and Poole, Inc. 

This project would be instructive to similar agencies in other cities as an example of how an important economic resource for the City 
and a public agency can work together to expand an existing facility in a way that has a positive visual impact on the area and benefits 
residents with increased educational activities. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

As stated above, the Aquarium is a key economic engine for the City and an important educational facility for City schoolchildren. The 
new exhibit and educational park can only serve to enhance these benefits. 



PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. Jf possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. · 

This sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning. legal, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other professionals i( desired. 

Name Kevin Fisher Title Principal/ Landscape Architect 

Organization Rhodeside & Harwell, Incmporatcd Telephone ( 703 ) 683-7447 

Address 320 King StreetSuite 202 City/State/ZIP· Alexandria, VA22314 

Fax ( 703 ) 683-7449 E-mail kevinf@rhodeside-harwell.com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to u~e, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, ror any 
purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Si nature 

1. What role did you or your organization play io the development of this project? 

Rhodeside & Harwell is the landscape architecture consultant and led the design ofthe site and exterior spaces. 

2. From your perspective, how was the project intended to benefit the urban environment? 

From the start, the design of the site was intended to be an extension of the aquarium's mission to stimulate interest in, 
develop knowledge about, and inspire stewardship of aquatic environments. The educational and environmental mes
sages of the aquarium literally spill out onto the pier connecting the building to the site and the site to the city. One way 
this is translated on the site is in the paving pattern that knits fluid lines expressing water and living forms together with 
the hard line of the bulkheads and promenades already established at the Baltimore Inner Harbor. Another way is 
through the native plantings that offer living examples of Maryland's native ecosystems and also provide much needed 
green relief to the urban environment of the Inner Harbor 

3. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as speci(ic as possible. 

The new outdoor spaces offer a place ofreliefforvisitorsto the Inner Harbor. Over 120 new seats have been added on the 
pier providing a variety of places to enjoy views of the harbor or the activities offered on the plaza. Over 7,000 square feet 
of new native plantings have been introduced to the pier where previously concrete pavement had existed. 
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.. L Wh~t trilde-tlfl~ und ,-wupromi~e~ were wquired during the dr>wlupml:!lll ui tlw projf:<.:l! Hnw dfd ynw urt!,Hlizo.uinn p.mkipillt- irr 
rn<Jking them! 

The biggest compromise we had to make in the design of the site was in the balance between 
planted and paved space. The program called for vast areas of pedestrian circulation space, but in 
order to make the pier more hospitable to people, extensive plantings were needed to create shade, 
provide protection from the wind and implement an interpretive program focusing on the ecosys
tems of the Chesapeake Bay. The extensive underground infrastructure required for an aquarium of 
this size, and the existing soil conditions under the pier, severely limited the opportunities for plant
ing. Rhodeside & Harwell developed a system of interconnected, improved soil panels under the 
paving that allow air, water and plant roots to pass around obstructions and under plaza paving. 
This system allowed for the installation of 18 large shade trees within the pedestrian gathering areas 
in addition to a series of at-grade and raised planters densely planted with native trees, shrubs, 
ground covers and perennials. 

5./iow mi:;ht this ptojcct be iru;tructive lO otht'r; in vour l~mf('Sjlon? 

The interpretive areas offer informative examples of the incorporation of native plantings in an 
urban environment The unique patterns of customized concrete pavers, the integration of a finely 
detailed etched stone map into the paving, and the detailing of the sweeping steel retaining walls 
are exanaples oflandscape architecture that has been carefully controlled from design through 
installation. The principles of sustainable design applied on this project; recycled materials, native 
plants, cut off light fixtures, etc., add another educational dimension to the project. The landscape 
architects involved with this project have made presentations to landscape architecture students at 
the University of Maryland and Morgan State University to explain the process of development of 
this project from design through construction 

6. WhJ.I do \'O.u conS-ider to be lhe most and least successful.lSp~d~ of this projec:l! 

a. The most and least successful aspect of the project is its openness. The desire to keep the outdoor 
exhibits open to the public year round challenged the landscape architects to develop an accessible but 
durable design. Seasonal changes on the pier bring extreme temperature changes and, on occasion, 
complete inundation of the pier creating an inhospitable environment for plants and for the large 
crowds of visitors. A large part of the effort was to create a growing media in this environment that 
will sustain a variety of native trees and plants that naturally occur from the coast to the mountains of 
Maryland. Wetland and bog plants are also represented which further complicated the conditions. 
These plantings are intended to rise out of the paved surface without any noticeable barrier to visitors. 
During the first growing season, it becanae apparent that some temporary barriers were needed to dis
suade people from entering the planting areas and danaaging the plants. It is expected that after 
another season of growth, the plant material will be dense enough to remove the barriers. 
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Si nature 

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

The Conceptual foundations for the Project are multilayered. The original institution and facility was originally designed by us 
in the late 1970's and early 1980's to programmatically address the regional Maryland ecosystem and then take the visitor on 
a global tour of significant freshwater and saltwater ecosystems both marine and terrestrial. This was reinforced over time by 
the institution and expanded with the addition of the mammal pavilion on the adjacent pier. As the institution matured the need 
to strengthen its connection with the inner harbor and improve the visitation experience become paramount. The conceptual 
program then was put forwa.rd to 1. Improve the visitation and attraction experience. 2. Improve the Aquariums visibility and 
presence in the inner harbor. 3. Add another strong attraction to the original ecological experience. 

To accomplish these goals we proposed after much study and interaction with the institution a new integrated building and pier 
solution that included a new ticketing facility and crowd handling facilities and graphics, site exhibits and a new building 
addition that are compatible with the existing landmark facility. Programmatically this included a new food service facility, 
museum shop and a new world class immersion terrestrial habitat. Architecturally the expansion was geometric in form to 
compliment the original building but was primarily transparent in contrast to the generally opaque original. The new expansion 
included the exposed and painted concrete of the original as a link but also provided a new visual link to the inner harbor that 
allowed the public to see the terrestrial habitat including rockwork, animals, waterfalls and the visitors moving through the 
experience. The contrast of the manmade geometric building and the organic natural terrestrial habitat created a strong visual 
quality. Man and Nature. The organic quality of the pier paving scheme strengthened this total visual gift to the inner harbor. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The original and ongoing goal of the institution is to provide a fun and informative experience for the public at all social and 
economic levels. The experiences of the original facilities and the new expansion are meant to raise the environmental 
awareness of all who visit and understand more fully the continuity of the world we live in. 
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the 
project. 

The major challenges of any architectural and engineering design team with a large sophisticated client for any building type 
are significant. The complexities of a unique Aquarium facility add to this effort for the design team and the client. The 
architectural, engineering and habitat design program integrated with the pier and existing facility to meet the goals addressed 
above for a limited project budget was a challenge. The constructability of the facility was complicated for the trades due to 
limited access and construction on the pier as well as the introduction of specialty contractors necessary for this design 
solution. The primary limitations were related to the expansion design options on the narrow pier which of course were the 
same concerns for the original complex. 

4. Describe the ways in which the project relates to its urban context. 

The project was designed as a major positive addition to the inner harbor. The visual interest generated by introducing an 
organic habitat into a man made urban context as a mechanism of recognition for the institution, transforms the normal 
building expression beyond architectural form. 
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Sl 

1. What role did you pia . f this project?~ 
I was the Project Coordinator for the National Park Service/ Chesapeake Bay Gateways Grant. I worked as a reviewer with Mark 
Donovan on the development of the granite map on the waterfront park and on the interpre~ve Information about the 
Chesapeake Bay. · 

2. Describe the impact that rills project has had on your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

This project Is the first slgnlfrcant interpretlve expertence that draws a clear connection between the waterfront and the Bay. It 
provides a sense of place to visitors who may not have a clear understanding of the significance of their geographic location and It 
provides an Introduction to the habitats and landscapes of the entire watershed, from piedmont to tidewater. It creates a pleasant 
space along the waterfront, bringing a piece of the natural world, as It should be, to a highly urban center. 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT'Pl 

3. What trade-ofls and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you panlclpate in making them? 

There were some aspects of the project that our organization could not fund at the time of the grant request. Because we have 
some expertise in landscape architecture on our staff, our lilndin& would have allowed our staff to be Involved more in the 
exciting development process. However, we are pleased with the outcome, and hope that this Introduction to the Bay 
environment wUI be a first step for maoy to understand, appreciate and care about the Bay, 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspectS of this project? 

We would call the waterfront park a great success as a whole and we hope that It will provide a pleasant atmosphere and 
educational bene lit to the waterfront for years to come. 

TOTAL P.03 
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Visito·rs v-alk past a waterfall, the centerpiece ·of the simulated river canyon at the • Animal Planet 
Au~tralia: Wild Extremes" exhibit. 
PHOTOS BY DOUG KAPUSTIN [SUN PHOTOGRAPHER) 

A sea of visitors tour exhibit 
~ 

W!Ullt!1;U1Jal {From Page JBJ 

sents. Yesterday, they couldn't say 
enough nice things about the fly
ing parrots and fmches, the liz· 
ards and fish, and the quality re
production of the rocky land-
scape they remember. · 
· "This is the exactly the kind of 
geology we saw when we were 
hiking to the waterfalls,• Janice 
IDwdensaid 

Behind them, some visitors 
were el1!oying their first taste of 
an aquarium. 

"I love the way they're keeping 
the animals nice and clean and 
fresh." said 17-year-old Jaleesa 
Hopkins, who came with a group 
from l;ler high school in Washing
ton. "I'his is really good for people 
who don't get to see this.• 

"I'he way they'Ve got this set up 
is real natural. It's a· real nice 
place," said her friend Laurice 
Barber. 

Earlier, at the exhibit's opening 

ceremony, a number of dignitar
ies - including Australian Am· 
bassador Dennis Richardson, Gov. 
Robert L. ~rlich Jr. and Mayor 
Martin O'Malley - gave toasts 
echoingthosesentinnent. 

The event included such Aussie 
touches as ginger beer toasts, a 
quartet singing "'ne Me KangariJ!l 
Down• and a boomerang expert 
who ilemonstrateli'iosses rroin 
the dais; A mUSician dressed as an 
Aborigine played the didgeridoo, 
a droning wind instrument. In ad-

clition, actors dressed as a sul
phur-crested cockatoo, flying fox, 
frilled lizard and tree frog 
perched precariously on the over
head trusses. 

The ~acle suggested it may 
be getting harder to make a big 
splash, even at a new exhibit. 
When 4-year-old Al1lali Biswal of 
Palo Alto, cant:, stared into a 
tank, waving a glittery bracelet to 
attract a snake-necked turtle, it 
was the third tinne she'd had this 
sort of experience. Accordirig to 

VISITOR BOB LOWDEN 
'THIS ENVIRONMENT IS A LITTLE LUSHER 
THAN WE REMEMBER FROM OUR TRIP. 
BUT THE WATERFALL IS ABSOLUTELY 
RIGHT. AND THE ROCK PAINTINGS ARE A 
DEAD RINGER FOR THE ABORIGINAL 
ROCK ART YOU SEE EVERYWHERE." 

her parents, Al1lali's been·to the 
shark reef at the Ma!!dalay Bay 
Resort and Casino in Las Vegas 
and to the aquarium in Monterey 
Bay, Cali! 

•rve seen piranha,• she said 
But she was struck by the fact 
that some or the Australian fish 
were almost as big as she. 

Some visitors, such as the 
IDwdens, went through the ex· 
hibit twice. 

"This environment is a little 
lusher than we remember from 
our trip," Bob Lowden said. "But 
the waterfall is absolutely right 
And the rock paintings are a dead 
ringer for the Aboriginal rock art 
you see everywhere. • 

His verdict? 
"I thiiik it's wondert'ul to raise 

public awareness of this part of 
the world and its unique wild· I 
life," he said "On the other hand, . 
I guess I don't wantlots more peo
ple to be going over there.• 

linell.smlth@baltsun.com 
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The aquarium~s Australian exhibit opening 
is creating optimism in the tourism industry 

Planet Australia: Wild Extremes'" exhibit opening Dec. 16 at the National Aquarium is 
million addition to the aquarium will Include 1,800 native animals from 120 species. 

GENE SWEENEY JR. [SUN PHOTOGRAPHER) · f 



Ci is upbeat 
on Down Under 
..... ?~'?.Y. .... 
BY JUNE ARNEY 
l SUN REPORTER} 

pavilion 
by crocodiles, venomous 
3S·foot waterfall - and its a popular cable 
channel. 

~ENDANCE 

The National Aquarium in Baltimore is.looking to Animal Planet 
Australia: Wild Extremes to push its attendance over 2 million 
in live years. Attendance at the aquarium has fluctuated with 
e•hibits and other events. 
Attendance In millions 

110 ---

The $74.6 million addition, • Animal Planet Aus· 
tralia: Wild Extremes,• is set to open Dec. 16, im
mersing visitors in a world that few will see in a life
time. The hand-carved habitat, intricately painted 
with pale lichens and scorch marks depicting light· 
ning·sparked fires, will be home to 1,800 individual 
native animals representing 120 species- includ· "··-----+--'\· 
ing freshwater crocodiles, turtles, fishes, ft-.<~..;..~ o BeltWay ·~·l""' 14 ~! -- -birds and flying foxes. sniper 

Hotels, restaurants and other attractions are look· 1.35 ---- S~rk tank -------· •Hocks 
ing for a pop from the 400,000 more visitors that the llJ. renovation ·---------
aquarium expects next yeru: Convention officials are begins 
ballyhooing it as a sales tool for the city's faltering l1l ----===--------------
convention centa For its part, the aquarium intends 110 r-r-.--,-...,,--.,...-.-........,.......,-r-,--.--.-, 
to promote its latest expansion in phases, tmgeting Io- 'W VI '12 ~ '!4 "15 "16 97 ~ w .00 111 '02 ·m .04 111 cal residents first and gradually widening the circle 
witha goal of topping 2 million visitors by 2010. 

"The potential is tremendous, • said Lyn Frankel, 
the aquarium's senior direelor of marketing. 
[Please see AQUARIUM, 6El L. 

*PrcjectQd' 

Soun:e: National Aquarium in ~k!more 
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City upbeat ~bout new exhibit 
"We have this fabulous new ex

aibit, and we also have,frogs. We 
eally think that this whole build· 
ng i.s going to create a new inter· 

est in the aquarium and in Balti
more as a tourist destination. • 

A taste of the land Down Under 
- in Baltimore - is another 
more selling poirit for the city, 
tourism officials say. 

.. We'Ve been talking this up for a 
year, to group tour markets and 
meeting planners,.. said Nancy 
Hind§, a spokeswoman fat the 
Baltbbore Area Convention and 
Visitors Association. "The aquari
um is already a very popular at
traction in and of itself. so with 
this expansion it's almost like 
adding a whole new attraction to 
the Inner Harbor •.... You drive 
down "Pratt Street, and you can 
see the glass Structure right there. 
Who wouldn't want to go in?" 

BACVA officials hope the new 
exhibit will boost overnight lei· 
sure travelers and business at the 
convention center, which has nev
er met projections after a $151 
million expansiori that tripled its 
exhibit space in 1997. 

In Chicago, the John G. Shedd 
Aquarium plays a key role, along 
with many other mU.sewns there, 
in entertaining convention visi· 
tors, according to the Chicago 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. 
Two years ago, its $47 million 
.. Wild Reef"' addition helped push 
attendance up by 400,000. 

!"Anytime a city.opens-an attrac
·ion that appeals to adults and 
;hildren and offers a learning ex

...,.erience,.it's a winning Situation 
for the citY, visitor and locals," 
said Meghan Risch, a spokeswom· 
an for the Chicago Coitvention 
and 'lburism"Bureau. •tt•s a great 
investment for Baltimore. I hope 
they see results immediately.• 

The· name alone is compelling, 
said Janet Wagner. associate chair 
of marketing .at the Robert H. 
Smith SChool Of BuSiness at the 
Unive.rsity• of Maryland, College 
Park. 

Animal Planet will resonate 
with visitors, Australia is a place 
most People consider exotic, and 
.. extreme• is a hot word these 
days used to evoke something 
edgy and appeiiling, she said 

.. Australia is a place most people 
don't get to go," she said •1 think 
the sheer novelty of this is going 
to be a, gr~tattraction.,_vo~·re n.ot 
only.go!ftg to attract·to_uriSts;:peo
ple from the area are going to go 
see it. too. Tourist attractions are 
very important to convention 
travelers. I do thinlqthis will give 
Baltimore a competitive edge." 

Baltimore hoteliers ~.building 
travel packages around, the 4 

Aus-
tralia theme. '·~· 

The Hyatt Regency Baltimore 
plans a package to be offered in 
January that will include a one
night stay, aquarium tickets, 
parking and a donation to the 
-":J.uarium. 

"It's very significant for us,"' said 
·rary Sipes, senior sales manager 

10r the Hyatt. ..Something new 
such as the aquarium exhibit will 
draw travelers to Baltimore.• 

Harbor Magic, which includes 
the Brookshire Suites, PierS Hotel 

I 

GENE SWEENEY JR. [SUN PHOTOGRAPHER] 

WATERrATT 
-2004 attendance at top dra'f'S among members of the American 
Zoo & Aquarium Association. Theme parks are not included. 

Monterey Bay Aquarium 
John G. Shedd Aquarium 
National AquBrlum in Baltimore 
Aquarium of the Pacific 
Shar~ Reef at Mandalay Bay 
Ripley's Aquarium of the Smokies 
Ripley's Aquarium 
Audobon Aquarium of the Americas 
Seattle Aquarium 
New Yo.rk AqUarium 
[Source; American Zoo & Aquarium As$0Ciallon) 

1,947,610 
1,945,557 
1,470,947 
1.249,000 
1,019,358 

1,000,000 
1,000,000 

944,587 
716,454 
703,969 

and Admiral Fell Inn, boutique cial drinks with a boomerang 
hotels that focus on leiSure travel- theme, perhaps containing a 
ers, also plans to put overnight boomerang drink stirrer, along 
packages in place right after the with appetizers that feature 
opening, said Larry Noto; director sauces made of Australian wines, 
ofmarketingforHarborMagic. said David Sadeghi, chiefoperat· 

'"I think this is a big deal: Nota ing officer for tOe company, 
said. "When you're adding an ex· which owns two Rti'th's Chris res
pansion to an already well·known taurants, Blue Sea Grill, Babalu 
attraction. it"s going to be an in· Grill and the Havana Club down
credible draw. When you look at town. 
successful tourist destinations, Mark Hasenei, general manager 
they're constantly giving a person of California Pizza in the Inner 
a new reason to come back.• Harbor, is conservative in his ex-

Other businesses also expect to pectations, but he wouJd love to 
ride the tide of aquariwn crowds. see the kind of crowds that fill the 

·we're corifident that the new restaurant on Orioles weekerids 
wing of the aquarium will be a when the New "l'brk, Philadelphia 
great positive for downtoWn.over- . or Boston teams are in town -
all, not just for retail but the typically more than a 25 percent 
whole of the Inner Harbor, • said increase in b~iness, he said , 
David Cordish, president of the "Histo..rl~._whenever...w.~_.:_ve 
COrdiSh·eo:;devi!IOperoftlfe Pow· seen an expansion. we"ve gottert'a 
er Plant Live entertairunent dis- soft pwh." said Hasenei, who has 
tricL "When it comes to attrac· been at his job for more than 
tions, more is more." three years. 

Port Discovery and the Mary· The exparision is expected to 
land Science Center and some help the aquarium top 2 million 
area restaurants look to do p~ visitors in five years - a more 
motions with the aquarium in than so percent increase over this 
the near future. year's expected 1.3 million visi· 

'"We would expect to· see some tors, which fell because of con· 
overflow from the aquarium, es- structionofthenewwing,aquari· 
pecially if they go to a timed· tick· urn officials said. For 2006, the 
eting situation, which it looks like goal is about 1.7 million. It's all 
.they may,• said Michelle Wmner, partoftheattraction'sgrandmas
a spokeswoman for Port Discov· ter plan to be a global leader in 
ery, the nearby children's muse- education, aquarium officials 
urn. People waiting for their entry said. 
time can wind up at the museum Those numbers would also 
in the interim, she said. mean significant revenue boosts, 

By spring, Big Steaks Manage- especially when combined with 
ment Inc. hopes to tie into the increased admission fees. After 
aquarium exhibit by offering sp~ an opening-day special pf_$7.50. - ~-

for everyone, admission will ri 
from $19.50 to $21.95 for aduJ 
and from $13.50 to $14.95 for ch 
dren. 

"The aquarium is constantly I 
inventing itself with an eye to tl 
future, • Frankel said. '"We are 
leader in the industry and y. 
waflt to keep· that edge. I think 
cements our world leadership st 
twin the indwtry, and this isju 
the beginning of our plans for t1 
next 10 years.• 

The aquarium test markete 
other possible themes - tt: 
Everglades, the ring of fire i 
Thailand and Arctic birds, inclu• 
ing an iceberg - before settlir 
on Australia as the one thi 
would best capture visitors' ima 
ination. 

'"People wanted a multisensm 
experience," Frankel said. "'ThE 
wanno be able to smell the euc; 
lyptus, they want to be 3.ble t 
hear the rolling thunder an 
cracks of lightning, and more h1 
listically, know about the peopl 
who live there. • 

Until April, the aquarium plaiJ 
to focus prOmotion efforts on th 
local market with billboards, T 
anc;l print ads. In the spring, it wi 
expand television and print ma:1 
ketlng to New Jersey and Philade 
phia and eventually to Pittsb~ 
and Ohio. Aquarium officials d( 
clined to provide details of thei 
advertising and marketing bud1 
eL 

The officials also hope that tho 
relationship with Animal Plane. 
will generate ~osure.with.cabl1 
progwns· 3b"Cnit ··arumatSat th• 
aquarium, said Molly Foyle, ; 
spokeswoman for tlie aquarium. 

The national publicity sur 
rounding the opening of Atlanta' 
$290 million Georgia Aquariun 
last month made it harder for Bal 
timore aquarium officials to cap 
ture national media play. 

But Roger Gennann, a spokes 
man for Chicago's Shedd Aquari 
um, believes that the buzz wil 
help Baltimore and all of the na 
lion's aquariwns. 
•n brings aquariums, in general 

to top of mind, • he said •If Balli 
more does what they're been do 
ing for so long, they're going tc 
have their numbers. I think thi! 
exhibit will clearly take them tc 
another level • 

j~~~:~·;~~;®~!llt~n~om 
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Aquarium expands space, expectations 
... . ';?_?,;; _lf._ ..... -.. 
BY EDWARD GUNTS 
{SUN REPORTER 1 

When the National Aquarium in 
Baltimore opened in 1981 as the . 
centerpiece of the Inner Harbor's 
revitalization, it was a bold and 
risky venture for a city fishing for 
.tourists. The building with neon 
·blue waves and rooftop pyramids 
.:inade an instant splash - and 
~triggered a wave of aquarium· 
}luiJding nationwide. 

As Baltimore's aquarium pre
pares for the Friday opening of 
.. Animal Planet Australia: Wild 
Extremes,• a S74.6 million expan· 
sian, it's no longer the urban curi
osity it was. 

Seeking to emulate Baltimore's 
success, two dozen U.S. cities or 
states have opened aquariums 
since 1981, and still others are in 
the works. Just last month, Atlan· 
ta opened the $290 million Geor
gia Aquarium, which bills itself as 
the world's largest. 

Despite this construction boom 
elsewhere, the Baltimore aquari
um's executives say they believe 
their attraction will not only con
tinue to stand out - but that at· 
tendance will climb from 2004's 
roughly 1.5 million visitors to 2 
million annually by 2010. 

As for competition, they express 
ateely confidence, even in the face 
bf the C'..eorgia behemoth. It's not 
size alone that matters, they in
sist, but the quality of the collec
tions and how they are displayed. 

$74 million Australian-themed addition is all about giving visitors a reason to return 

The new • Animal Planet Australia: Wild Extremes· exhibit features a 35-foot waterfall that is visible from outside the all-glass struc
ture. Designers also included a waterfront park that puts free exhibits on the pier. 
KAREN JACKSON (SPECIAL TO THE SUNJ 

and part tourist magnet. Boston's 
New England Aquarium (1969) is 
in the same category, as are the 
seattle Aquarium (1977) and the 
Monterey Bay Aquarium in Cali· 
fornia (1984). 

They were followed by aquari· 
urns in New Orleans; Charleston, 
s. C.; Tampa and Orlando, Fla.; 
Chattanooga. Tenn.; Long ·aeach, 
calif.; Denver; camden, NJ.; and 
Atlanta, among others. 

Over the years, planners have 
taken many different approaches 
to distinguish one project from· 
another. There are aquariums 
with a regional theme, aquari
ums that mix human history 
with natural history, aquariums 
featuring the latest advances in 
acrylics and other materials to 
surround visitors with water, and 
aquariums that blur the lines be
tween retail and exhibit space. 

Some have flourished and ex
panded, such as those in Monte
r~y Bay and Tennessee. Others 
have struggled. Camden's aquari· 
urn has had several makeovers. 
Denver's was bought by a restau· 
rateur. New Orleans' was severely 
damaged by Hurricane Katrina 
and will be closed until mid-2006. 

Baltimore has had setbacks, too, 
including early management 
changes, dolphin deaths and the 
need to close the ring tanks for re
pairs. But according to the zoo 
and aquarium association, its at
tendance, steady year after year, 
is the third-highest of any U.S. 
aquarium, behind Monterey Bay 
and Shedd. 



As long as Baltimore's aquarium 
can maintain the global sweep of 
Jts collection, its trademark im· 
mcrsive environments, attention 
.to detail and exotic creatures, 
they say, it will succeed even as 
Other aquariums appear on the 
scene. 

"A zoo has a park or garden at· 
mosphere. This is more of a muse
~1Jm experience, one with the 
great advantage of having live an· 
_in1als as the subject matter: said 
David Pittenger, executive direc
tor of the National Aquarium. 

Given tlie proliferiUOii"'faquar
]wns, "There has to.be something 
that distinguishes you,• Pittenger 
~d. ·we benefit from the fact 
that we "display environments 
and creaturt!!;from all over the 
,world. 11tat's an advantage. Peo
ple are looking for diversity. 
·They're looking for a broad collec
tion. And that's where we excel.~ 
• But the competition is not just 
Other aquariums or zoos. It's also 
the· Orioles and the Maryland Sci· 
ence Center and Harry Potter and 
PlayStation. 

"It's not aquarium to aquari· 

urn," said Jane Ballentine, a 
spokeswoman for the American 
Zoo and Aquarium Association. 
'"The Shedd Aquariwn [in Chica
go] and the National Aquarium 
are not competing for the same 
tourist base. On any given day; it's 
the movies and shopping and kids 
sitting at home in front of the 
television. It's all the other leisure 
activities.• 

Even with the growing number 
of options, aquariums have devel· 
oped a sizable following. The top 
to aquariums ·in the country 
draw upward of 10 million visi· 
tors a year. 

"'Some people have said it's a 
fad, that the trend has peaked," 
s3id Peter Chennayeti; co-founder 
of Chennayetr and Poole, the ar
chitect for Baltimore's expansion 
and other aquariums around the 
world. ·we've always disputed 
that, and time now is proving us 
righL 

"Nature appeals to,every man, 
woman and child," he said. 
•Whether they're illiterate or ful-

Y:/hen the National Aq~ariurri in Baltimore opened, it won afchi· 
lecture awards for its bold; angular design. The attraction now 
draws about 1.5 million visitors a year. 
(SUN FILE 19iUJ 

lr educated, rich or poor, all peo
ple are drawn to life. Why 
shouldn't every city have a down· 
town museum of natw-e,just like 

every city wants a downtown mu
seum of art - or in some cases 
half a dozen?" 

Aquariums had their begin· 

~ in the United States in the 
1800s ·as eclectic collections of 
flsh, reptiles and assorted "curios
ities,• assembled by showmen, 
the most famous of whom was 
P.T. Barnum. The attractions 
weren~ always educational. One 
featur¢d the "FeeJee Mermaid,• 
whichtwas the top of a mwnmi· 
fled monkey sewn to the rear of a 
fish. 

Early aquariums included the 
New York Aquarium in Coney Is· 
land (1896), the Steinhart in San 
Francisco (1923) and the John G. 
Shedd (1930). 

Baltimore's aquarium was part 
of a later wave of waterfront revi· 
talization projects that treated 
aquariums as part natmal history 
exhibit, part economic engine 

Unlike regional aquariums that 
focus on one geographic area, the 
National Aquarium offers a simu· 
lated journey that takes visitars 
from the shores of the Chesa· 
peake Bay and the mountains of 
Western Maryland to exotic spots 
around the globe, such as an Am· 
azon rain forest 

Designers pride themselves on 
creating environments that are as 
realistic as possible and populat· 
ing them with creatures that wu· 
ally can't be seen outside their 
natural habitats. 

There are showstappers, such as 
the Atlantic bottlenose dolphins. 
But Baltimore's aquarium has 
made its mark as a place where 
every exhibit leaves a strong im· 
pression, from intimate underwa· 
[Please see AQUARIUM, SA} C.. 
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AqLarium·aims-to L--aw a wide auc·· ~net 
c.. . 
~ •11¥;, :HIJ ~fQ [From ~age 4A) 

er galleries to large terrestrial dis
>lays. 
"There's a kind of density here," 
~ittenger said. "Aquariums are 
:eeming with life. Whether you're 
1o1alking through habitats and 
>irds are flying around, or yriu're 
n a darkened space and all you 
;ee are lights coming from an ex· 
libit, .Ibis. is a pretty intensive ex-
Jerience.• ' 
. In inany ways, "Animal Planet 
~ustraJia• demonstrates how .an 
nstitution can take steps to stay 
>n top. 
The addition grew out of rela· 

tively modest ambitions, includ
ing a desire to improve how peo
ple move through the bullding 
and the quality of "visitor serv
ices• such as the gift Shop, cafe. 
coatroom and stroller check. 

Some visitOrs were confused- t 

about the flow of traffic between 
the aquarium's two bulldings, the 
original on Pier 3 and the Marine 
Mammal Pavilion on Pier 4. 
Aquarium directors had been 
thinking about simply building a 
"'visitor services pavilion" - es· 
sentially an oversized lobby that 
would help reduce lines and add 
amenities. 

But their arcbitects, Chermayelf 
and Bobby Poole; argued that the 
pavilion would not sullice. The ar- ' 
chitects thought the aquarium 
needed a '"signature exhibit.• 

Aquarium leaders considered a 
number of subjects for a new ex- ~ 
hibit, including the Everglades, 
and Arctic sea birds. They settled I 
on Australia's North~m Territory 
because no other institution had I 
tried to re-create that environ
II!ent, and_U offered_!he opportu-1 

The exhibit simulates a riVer 
canyon in the Northern Territory 
that most Australians have never 
seen. It plays to the aquarium's 
strengths- creating lifelike habi· 
tats for rarely seen creatures. 

"There are some really exotic 
animals on display -lizards with 
skins seemingly made of beads, 
brilliantly plumed birds, hun
dreds more, unseen heretofore in 
our .hemisphere,;" said former . 
aquarium director Nicholas 
Brown, who has toured the new 
exhibit. "To have collected all 
these, and then designed habitats 
that replicate the conditions 
needed for their well-being, is a 
tremendous acbievement.• 

Besides selecting an exhibit they 
believe will have great appeal, 
aquarium officials made several 
other key decisions. 
They initially phinned an insu· 

Jar building, like the original one, 
With solid walls concealing the.ex
hibits within. Ultimately, they 
took the opposite approach, creat
ing a more transparent bullding, 
with a glass exterior that enables 
people on the street to see inside. 
The glass exterior was considered 
more inviting and reflective of 

. the aquarium's mission of reach
ing out to the community. Design
ers also included a waterfront 
park that puts free exhibits on the 
pier. 

The glass cube, waterfront park 
and exotic signature exhibit were 
seen as ways to helP. the aquari
um stay competitive. They in
crease the number ofe>dlibits·to 
see in one visit, giving people a 
reason to come more than once, 
and add to the variety of the expe-
rience. · 

'"A maior c.hallenee for manv. 

ate a large gallery for changing ex
hibits and more space aimed at 
children. They're looking at new 
ways to reinforce. their conserva
tion message and to forge new al
liances with like·nlinded groups, 
including some from Australia. 
They're moving ahead with plans • 
to create a Center for Aquatic Life · 
and Conservation on the Middle , 
Branch of the Patapsco River. 

Chermayelf and Poole say Balti
more shouldn't be afraid of other 
cities building aquariums, as long 
as its aquarium continues to offer 
a rewarding experience for visi-
tors. · 

"In our mind, they should be 
continually building upon a class 

F h d I · · h h d d' 1·1. • act,"Chermayelfsaid. · [ res water croco i es ·are among t_ e un re s .o 1ve spec1mens. ·Respect for the animals is para-
that can be seen in the new aquarium exhibit. Research found that · mount, he said. • 
Americans are fascinated by Australia. · "People respond to living things. 
GENE SWEENEY JR.(SUN PHOTOGRAPHER) The more that. one can present 

really hard to excite the eye,"' 
Brown said. 

"But here, the cha11enge has 
been met by concentrating on 
form instead of coloc The water
fall is stunning. The rockwork. is 
bold and diverse. The side truiks 
are varied, As a result, excitement 
-the key to any exhibit's success 
-is maintained!' 

Other chanlii!s have . made the 
aquarium more comfortable for 

visitors. Corridors are wider. Esca· 
latOrs are indoors, not outside. 
The new gift shop and cafe are 
large and easy to find. The flow of 
visitors appears to be improved, 
although that won't be fully test
ed:untU the new exhibit opens. 

The Australian exhibit is not the 
end of improvements. On the day 
it opens, the National Aquarium 
will unveil an e>dlibit about frogs 
onPier4. 

Aquarium officials ~ant to ere-

·----- ·---

with authenticity and respect a 
group of animals or a particular 
species or a community of differ-!' 
ent species, the more they gain 
support and protection. • 

Pittengelj too, is optimistic that 
the expansion will reach a wide 
audience. He hopes to see more 
first-time visitors, particularly 
from the region between Virginia 
and New York,. and more interna· 
tional visitors, who currently ac· 
count for nearly 5 percent of the' -
aQuarium's attendance. 

I. 
The National Aquarium can 

never alford to rest on its laurels, 
he said,'" 

"The one thing we do acknowl· 
edge i!(that if things stay static, 
we will; over time, become' 'the 
aquari~ in B.altimore,•,. he said. 

"We dOn't want that to happen. 
. We're_ always going to have to do 
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At night, the lights inside the new addition at the~National A_qua~.'!' Invite pa55ers-by to take a peek 
at the Australian exhibit on the other side ol the glass wa111hatlaces 'Pratt Street. 
KAREN JACKSON [SPECIAL TO THE SUN] 

.••• -:' .. -:.?..-r1.. ............ "For the first time, we've made the aquarium legi-
BY EDWARD GUNTS ble," said architect Peter Chermayeff, co-founder Of 
(SUN ARCHITECTURE C:RITICJ Chermayeffand POO)e,Jeaddesignerofthe additioJi'. 

lf'JOU pass by the newly expanded NatiQ!lal Aquar
ium in Baltimore this month and peer through the 
raiie glass wall that faces Pratt Street, you'll be look· 
ing at the ~ation of a remote part of Australia • 
complete with a simulated river canyon, 35-foot wa· 
terfall and exotic birds flying overhead. 

The effect is so lifelike and multilayered, it's as if 
someone took a giant shovel and scooped up a slice 

. of Australia, transported it to Baltimore and put it 
under glass for all to see. 

The size, realistic nature and visibility of this com· 
plicated ecosystem, and the wide array of creatures 
thj\t now call it home, are the primary wonders of 
ArHmal Planet Australia: Wild Extremes, the 574.6 
million aquarium addition that opens tomorrow on 
Inner Harbor Pjer 3. 

They're also the main reasons the expansion 
represents a breakthrough not only for Baltimore's 
24-year-old aquarium but for aquarium design in 
general. With this exhibit, people won't have to go 
inside the aquarium to see exotic animals and habi
tats. They'll be able to see. them from out on the 
street, even across the harbor. 

"We wanted it to really feel a part of the city, so that 
people just going by in a car or taxi get the sense 
that the aquarium is a place oflife." 

Chermayeff and architect Bobby Poole also de;
signed the original aquarium, which opened in 
1981, when they were partners of Cambridge Seven 
Associates. "It's what we've wanted to happen foi
all these years- to make the aquarium as transpar
ent as possible so people having lunch at Harbqr
place can look across and see the lights and activity 
inside," Poole said. 

The addition is modeled on a river canyon in the 
northern territory of Australia that even most Aus· 
tralians have never seen. This is not the cliche AUs
tralian Outback of Crocodile Dundee movies, and viS. 
itors won't find bouncing kangaroos or cuddly koala 
bears. It's a remote region that contains some of the 
most unusual creatures on the planet, includiilg flY· 
ing foxes, snake-necked turtles and reptiles that 
haven't changed much since prehistoric times. 

As complex as it was to design and build, the ex· 
pansion grew out of modest origins. Aquarium. offi
cials wanted to improve vi~itor services, such as the 
{Please see AQUARIUM, 2E} f\ 



New wing fits with origi·nal 
R . 

!itl•!®;I!I!MI {From Page tEl seats and lights aro_ und the edge fonns, inspired by an Australian 
of Pier 3 -long overdue changes river canyon that aquarium 
that help establish·.~e entire staffers photographed extensive
wharf as the •aquarium pier" and ly. The rocl<work is bold and un
transform it from an unfinished usual. Side tanks are varied. The 
pedestrian pass-through zane to a waterfall, aside from being a tech· 
welcoming urban oasis. nological marvel, provides a vivid 

i;ift shop and cafe. They contem· 
plated an addition that would 
have been more of a continuation 
of the original building on Pier 3-
Jiut Chermayeff and Poole took a 
lisk and proposed that the aquar· 
ijlm create an addition that was 
'dramatically different fnim the 
qriginal, and it paid oft 

Tlie architects argued that the 
'!lluarium needed a signature ex· 
liibit to cap any addition and pro
inde a new front door for the in· 
stitution. The aquarium board 
;embraced that suggestion and de-

, clded the theme should be Aus-

"The Idea of bringing the out· reminder of the importance of 
side In, that was the gestalt of this watet; even In a desert 
project, • said aquarium executive Part of the exhibit's appeal is 
director David ~ttenger. "lt lets that it's dill'erent from anything 
you know; when you walk by on . else at the aquarium. Most exhib
Prattstreet,thatthisisanexhihit its.aie horizontal by nature, but 
of natural histoly. a live'piece or this is vertical. It doesn't have a 
nature.• ' · · lengthy path tofoUow.Butvisitors 

can see activity on a variety of lev· 
els - fish below; birds and rep

tralia's Northern Territory, an THE CRYSTALLINE 
a:rea no other American instim· SKIN ·oF THE ".GLASS lion has attempted to re-create. 

tiles above- in a short time. Por 
families with a 3D-minute wait 
until the ·next dolphin show; it's 
the perfect mid-sized exhibit 

·'Anotherkeydesigndectsionwas CUBE" WAS THE 
"not to echo the 1981 building. a ARCHITEC. TS' IA/AV 
'qtodernist work that has drawn vv r. 1 

· If there is any i:ause for disap
pointment, it is that for ali the ef. 

Widespread acclaim as the 1nner OF CREATING AN 
Harbor's sculptural centerpiece. · 

. forts to make the cube transpar
ent, it's not always easy to see in· 
side. The large window wall was 
fabricated with glass that has low 
iron content and was coated for 
low reflectivity. It would have C9S1 
considerably more to eliminate 
reflectivity in the glass altogether. 
As a result, the cube is most trans
parent around dusk or after dark, 
when lights are still on inside and 
the exhibit looks like a stage set 

YJhile the original building's sig- INVITING . 
nal flag graphjcs anct neon lights ENTRANCE ... THAT 
are colorful and liV.Iy. the struc· REFLECTS THE iure is essentially introverted, in 
~he sense that people outside AQUARIUM'S GOAL 
.can't see in and people i!!side OF REACHING OUT 
don't have much opportmuty to 
look out. The glass pyramid on \TO THE 
~t~p was meant. to provid~ a COMMUNITY 
)llimpse of the ram forest exhibit · A more setious problem is that 

views of bpth the new building 
· , and the original are obscured from 
The glass cube rises at the north many angles by the USS 'lbJSk sub

end of the aquarium. Its geome- marine and the lightship Chesa· 
try is different from the rest of peoke, both docked on the wesiem 
the building, and it •reads" as a edge of Pier 3. The city has allowed 
separate but compatible: struc· operators of the two vessels to 
ture. One side features a "point keep them there, along with a tick· 
supported" window wall system et booth that looks out of place on 
in which panes of glass are literal· the newly landscaped pier. Now 
ly hung from the roo~ eliminat· that the expansion is complete, the 
ing the need for columns.an.djn~ f:ity needs to find another berth 

1here, but it's so high in the build· 
jnG that people .. at_,street level"
don't get much of a view· 

For the latest addition, the ar· 
c):litects designed a •glass cube" 
even more transparent than the 
'pyramid, and set it on the pier 
rather than six stories in the air. 
l;_ts crystalline skin was their way 
of creating an Inviting entrance, 
while balancing the Insular quali· 
ties of the original building'with a 
more extroverted expression that 
<"eflects the aquarium's goal of 
reaching out to the community. 
.• As part of providing a more in· 
.Viting entrance, the team created 
a waterfront park that puts free 
exhibits right out on the pier. De
signed by Elliot Rhodeside, Kevin 
Fisher and Faye Harwell of 
Rhodeside & Harwell in Alexan
jlria, Va., exhibits show sections of 
i\laryland topography, from salt 
marshes of the Eastern Shore to 
the mountains of Western Mary· 
land A 22-fooHong granite map 
on the pier shows the boundaries 
ofthe Chesapeake Bay watershed. 

creasing a sense of transparency. for these vessels. 
This approach benefitted the The Australia exhibit will con

aquarium in several ways. It tinuetoevolveasplantsfillinand 
made use of glass technology not more creatures are introduced. 
available in 1981 - Showing that But it already has proven to be 
the aquarium, like its inhabit· that rarest and most welcome of 
ants, can evolve over time. It also architectural specimens ~ an ad· 
allowed the aquarium to· leave clition that actually enhances the 
the original building reia:tively buildingtowhichit'sattached. 
untouched on the outSide, where To justitY its expenditure, the 
it has always made a powerful . aquarium needed an expansion 
statement As seen from Constel· that rounds out the visitor's expe
lation Dock or the light street pa· rience, rather than offering more 
vilion of Harborplace, new and of the same. It needed a building 
old strike a comfortable balance. that didn't detract from the origi· 

December is hardly the best 
!DOnth to explore the park But 
when \he weather turns warm, 
the plants will grow and docents 
.\viii be on hand to talk about 
!'darvland landscapes. Rhodeside 
& Harwell also put brick pavers, 

By putting a large window wall nal, and subject matter no one 
on Pratt Street, the designers else offered. With its glass walls, 
placed a heavy burden on the sig· lifelike environments and water· 
nature exhibit to draw people .in. front park as a forecourt, the A us· 
If the Australia exhibit were not tralia exhibit provides just that 
engaging, the emphasis on trans- and more - and all without a 
parency would have backfired. kangaroo or koala bear in sighl 

The designers avoided the prob
lem by developing evocative . ed.gunts@baltsun.com 
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Jaleesa Hopklns,17, watches a pair of freshwlller crocodiles at the new •Animal Planet Australia: Wild Eatremes• e.l· 
hiblt at the National Aquarium in Baltimore. Hopkins was visiting the exhibit with a school group. 
f!HOTOS 8't DOUG KAi>USTIN !SUN PHOTOGRAPHER] 

A sea of curious visitors 

Amy Sonntas, dressed as a tree frog, waits to come down from her perch after 
helpil!~ to spread confetti from the rafter1al the exhibit's opening ceremony. 

Australian exhibit 
at aquarium draws 
1, 700 in first hours 
..... ~32.¥. 
BY·LINELLSMlTH 
I SUN REPORTER! 

Christine Velter got her two children 
excused from school, persuaded her 
husband to takl! the day off and drove 
an hour and a half from her home near 
Hershey, Pa., to be among the fll'Slt.o see 
the crocodiles, kookaburras and Uz.:l.rds 
of theJlfW! expansiw! universe known 
as •Ariima.1 Planet Australia: \Ytld Ex· 
tremes.• 

When the NSaJ Aguilrinm jn Baltj.. 
more's S746 on addition opened to 
the public yesterday, about 1,700 people 
went through in the first hours, accord
ing to aquarium officials, about triple 
the usual attendance for simllarday!. 

Vetter's extended faml]y was among 
them. In all, Jl made the trek from 
Pennsylvania, caravan-style, to take ad· 
vantage of yesterday's special S7 .SO ad
mission fee. (Nonnally. It's S21.9S for 
adults and St4.95 forclilldren.) 

•J like the big fishes.; said 81~ar-illd 
Grant Velter, as he stared appreciatively 
at a tank with large, placid barramundL 
Meanwhile, his great·aunt, Phoebe 
Drake, kept tabs on another nephew, 
J·yearold M.ax. 

'"All Max talked about on the way 
down here was whales and sharks. Now 
he's just fascinated by the crocodiles 
and turtles,· she said. 

Uke other visitors, the Velters were 
also struck by the steamy warmth of the 
simulated ri~r tanyon. It was a babny 
and moist - thanks to misting rna· 
chines - and 83 degrees. Many visitors 
went through the exhibit oohing and 
aahing, clutching an ever-growing bun
dle of coats and scarves. 

Bob and Janice Lovoden of Pasadena 
had dressed appropriate!¥ In lOOt,lhey 
spent a vacation in Australia, backpatk· 
ing in Kakadu National Park - in the 
Northern Territory the exfljbit repre
[Pirase see t\QlTARtuM, lOBI 6 
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says. "Every animal in here has its own stories to tell, about 

how unique it is , about where it lives, about how it evolved. 

There's something about every animal in here that can stim

ulate your questions and stimulate your imagination." 

The walk through the Aquarium's next big thing is not espe

cially long, SeY.iagat points out. But it's a walk that could-and 

probably should-take a long time, he adds. It will reward the 

sort of patient attentiveness that nature herself so often 

requires. The Aquarium's take on Australia will be as vertical as 

a natural gorge, with bats and birds soaring 60 feet overhead 

and fish moving through tanks set at child's-eye height. The 

order of things will be constant motion set to a soundtrack of 

exotic birdcalls. 
''I'm telling you," Donovan says, "you're going to want to pull 

up the lawn chair and just sit there." 

No, don't bring a lawn chair to the unveiling on December 

16. That won't be allowed, actually. It would add too much clut

ter to pathways walked by visitors whose number Pittenger and 

his board of trustees are betting will soon hit 2 million a year. 

That 's an increase of 25 percent, a pretty tall order for a new 

exhibit, no matter how lavish, especially one that's likely going 

to be accompanied by a rise in admission fees from the current 

rate of $19.50 per adult and $13 .50 per child. 
But then again, the Maryland Science Center has seen a 

nice jump in attendance since its new addition opened last 

year. Monthly attendance figures this year, compared with 

the same pre-addition month the year before, are up across 

the board, with the highest increase reaching 40 percent, says 

Chris Cropper, senior director of marketing. In addition, the 

Science Center has doubled the number of its member house

holds, Cropper says. 
And remember, the Aquarium faced a pretty tall order 

once before, back on the day in 1981 when William Donald 

Schaefer took his defining dip. The Inner Harbor was a dif

ferent place then; it had a smaller scale, a profile that seems 

rather modest in retrospect. Today, the Aquarium stands in 

the middle of a much larger and more extensive destination 

for tourists and locals alike. 

"This used to be it, the end of the Inner Harbor," Pittenger 

says. "That's no longer the story outside today. And now, here 

on the inside, this is going to be an all-new aquarium." 

j Freelance writer JIM DUFFY is a regular contributor to Baltimore. 



to there . He points up at the rising glass wall, where work 

crews watering the exhibit's 150-plus plants have left 

streaks from a few unintended splashes. "I feel like going up 

there and telling them, 'OK then, you get up there and wash 

those windows!'" 
Most of the complications were more imposing than this, of 

course. The interior of the exhibit building covers 70,000 

square feet, but its glass skin leaves no roof space for mechani

cal systems. This necessitated a logistical squeeze Donovan 

sums up by describing a stack of three pizza boxes-retail, 

mechanicals, restaurant-topped in turn on its back end with a 

pile of shoeboxes stretching to the roof-climate control, water 

systems, animal care facilities, and more. 

"You can't tell by looking, but this is actually a building with 

rooms in it," he says. "Basically, once we put those rooms in, we 

wrapped the whole thing in habitat." 
The rocks forming the gorge are the critical pieces of cam

ouflage here. Created by craftspeople from the Arizona-based 

CemRock Naturalistic Environments, they're a mix of steel, 

rebar, fencing, and shotcrete (a special type of concrete) shaped 

and painted to create the illusion of Australia while hiding all 

manner of vents, ducts, pipes, lights, and access panels and 

shadowing some of the unde1water habitats from excess light 

pouring in through the glass walls. 

The biggest of the trees positioned atop these rocks weighs 

in at 4,000 pounds, root ball included. Every plant in the 

exhibit was grown from seed, mostly in nurseries in the south

western states. Walking through the exhibit, Donovan pauses 

before an exotic-looking 10-foot-tall tree. To Australians, the 

pandanas is t he "walking tree," because of the way its limb-like 

roots dangle down the faces of rocks. Around its trunk are 

sharp-toothed leaves arrayed in vertical whorls that help the 

tree catch and keep rainwater close at hand. 

"By now, everybody in here has gotten bitten by these 

leaves," he says. "Until you have a pandanas scar, you haven't 

earned your s tripes." 
The entrance to the gorge is framed in rock and driftwood. 

Inside, visitors will find themselves always on the right-hand 

side of the fish tanks. It's as if someone had pa1ted the river, 

leaving one side dry enough for easy hiking and leaving the 

unde1water life on the other side visible through a wall of glass. 

Sixty thousand gallons offresh water circulate through the 

underwater habitats. They, too, have been crafted with natu

ralistic precision, filled with crevices and bumps and holes 

created by rocks and driftwood. Fish and turtles and snakes 

will constantly be emerging around this bend or disappearing 

down that h o le. 
"What we've done is given the impression that life is at this 

stage where it's becoming abundant again," says John Seyjagat, 

curator of the Australian collection. "The plants are flowering. 

The animals are in full color, ready for breeding. The fish are 

getting ready to lay eggs." 
These myriad pieces add up to a portrait of the earliest 

days of a spring season Australians call "The Wet." Afternoon 

rains are an everyday affair by now; still ahead are the torren

tial downpours that will soon fill this gorge to the brim and 

beyond, overflowing onto the flood plain high above. So it will 

be every day inside Australia Wild Extremes; in this way, it's 

sort of a Down Under take on the film GToundhog Day. 

"Our design philosophy," Donovan says, "is to make this so 

convincingly real that people are just transformed. That way, 

when they enter this, the animals can take over." 

Oh yes, animals. There will be 1,800 of them 

in the Aquarium's next big thing-fish and birds and 

lizards and crocodiles and more. Even with all its painstak

ing realism and deft craftsmanship, the habitat is really 

just the backdrop for the animal stars of that wonder-and

mystery show. 
Assembling such a collection may have been the most 

imposing challenge of all. Because Australia is one of the most 

protective nations in the world when it comes to exporting 

fauna, the task required deft diplomacy as well as diligence 

and determination. And because Australia is half a world 

away, it involved transportation logistics of mind-boggling 

complexity. 
"If you look around the zoo community in this country, you 

realize that no one has done a true Australia exhibit," Seyjagat 

says. "They may have a kangaroo or one or two other things, but 

they don't have a full collection. We wanted to keep this pure. 

Our challenge was to find all the different species that would 

make this authentic." 

Five years in the making, the collection boasts 120 

species. By comparison, the Aquarium's popular rain forest 

exhibit features 37 species of animals. If you just take a basic 

count of floor-level square footage, the Aquarium's take on 

Australia isn't that much larger than the rain forest, actually. 

But the new exhibit rises some four stories above the walking 

path, leaving much more space for many more animals. 

The collection ranges from the frightening to the fantastic. 

Freshwater crocodiles were shipped from Australia in PVC 

tubes. Pig-nose tmtles look like, well, just that, believe it or not. 

Snake-neck turtles flick their heads out to a length longer than 

their shells. Grey-headed flying foxes are actually bats with 14-

inch wingspans; they fly with acrobatic precision but land in 

clumsy crashes. 
Iridescent rainbowfish flash vivid colors in a showy 

mating ritual. The laughing kookaburra may be hard to 

spot, but it will be easy to hear. So will the rosy-pink gala 

cockatoos, which emit raucous screams during displays of 

aerial acrobatics. 

The blue-tongued skink scares off predators by opening 

wide and unfurling a tongue out of a science-fiction movie. 

Archer fish spit out streams of water that knock crickets off 

of branches and into the water, within mealtime reach. 

"Each of these animals can stand on its own," Seyjagat 
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brings torrential rains, washing the land in 
floods. Then the skies go dry, and slowly but 
surely the land turns into a tinderbox, littered 
with charred and barren patches-until the 
cycle begins anew. So it goes, as often as not, 
in the natural world. ~ It's true in parts of the 
Chesapeake Bay watershed, and it's true down 
under in the Northern Territory of Australia. 
They're two places that may be as distant and 
disparate as can be, but they will nonetheless be 
bound together this month when the National 
Aquarium in Baltimore unveils its new exhibit, 
Animal Planet Australia: Wild Extremes. ~ In cities, 
too, seasons come and go. Downtown streetscapes 
rise up and spread out in prosperous times, while 
downturns leave them shrinking and vacant. 
Sometimes, these economic cycles seem to turn on 
a dime. Such is the case with Baltimore's Inner 
Harbor. When the Aquarium opened in 1981, 
David Pittenger was its education director. The 
conference room where he sat for an interview on 
a recent Friday morning served as his office on the 
day when then-Mayor William Donald Schaefer 
donned an old-time bathing suit, scooped up a 
rubber ducky, doffed a goofy straw hat, and 
plunged into a fish tank. ~ "I didn't have to fight 
the crowds to see him," Pittenger says, raising a 
hand and pointing a finger through a nearby 
window and down toward the public pathways that 
wind through the interior of the Aquarium. "I had 
a great view from right here." ~ What he saw was a 
publicity stunt for the Charm City ages, one that 
came to symbolize (with an idiosyncratic wink and 
nod) the city's success in reinventing a faltering 
industrial waterfront as a glittering urban 
playground. Since Schaefer's defining dip, the 
Inner Harbor has enjoyed a long, lush stretch of 

(_ ) spring that seems to have no winter in sight. 
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Early on, the transformation amounted to 

the Aquarium, the Ma1yland Science Center, and the smatter-

ing of shops and restaurants laid out in two squat pavilions. 

Those seeds took strong root, spreading slowly but surely over 

the years that followed into the scenes of prosperity now visible 

every which way the eye can see: west to sports stadiums and the 

Hippodrome, east across Pier 5 and into Inner Harbor East, 

south to a slew of million-dollar condos and tmvnhouses, and 

north up Market Place into Power Plant Live! 

Today, Pittenger is the Aquarium's executive director. "At 

the outset, as you know, our goal was economic development for 

the city," he says. "That was our core mission, helping the revi

talization of the Inner Harbor." 

Well, then: Mission accomplished. 

So what's the point, then, of all this construction work (some 

$74.6 million wmth, all told) these last couple of years? Why 

has Pier 3 been such a grimy, deafening mess? What's the plan 

for that new building, the one wrapped in 33,000 square feet of 

glass and rising like a c1ystal palace to a peak height ofl20 feet? 

"When this is done, especially when it's lit up at night the 

way we plan to light it up, it's going to be a transformation," 

firm of Chermayeff, Sollogub & Poole. In addition, the 

Aquarium asked Chermayeff to solve a somewhat surprising 

glitch with its profile on the Harbor. Hard as it might be for 

locals to fathom, tourists sometimes have a hard time finding 

Baltimore's famous fish tank. 

"Our surveys show that people see this as a genuinely attrac

tive building," Donovan says. That's the good news. The bad 

news is that sometimes it isn't immediately clear to them what 

that building holds. "They could be standing right out there on 

Pier 3, and they'd still be asking someone where the Aquarium 

is," Donovan adds with a chuckle. 

When architect Bobby Poole repmted back to his client, it 

was with sobering news: While seemingly small, these problems 

defied easy solution. Overhauling the entrance while staying true 

to the building's design would cany a stiff price tag-and not just 

in dollars and cents. Did the Aquarium really want to chew up its 

last bit of prime waterfront real estate on the institutional equiv

alent of a pair of sensible shoes? 

"These kinds of basic facilities are important," Pittenger says, 

''but in and of themselves, they wouldn't justify the kind of major 

expense we were looking at. The other factor was that any expan-

"WE WISH WE COULD HAVE PUT A BIG BAG OVER THE 
V\fHOtE TI~ING AND DONE All THE WORK IN SECRET 
SO THAT WE COULD JUST UNVEIL IT ALL AT ONCE." 

Pittenger promises. "We wish we could have put a big bag over 

the whole thing and done all the work in secret so that we could 

just unveil it all at once." 

An imperfect unveiling will have to do, however. On 

December 16, the Aquarium plans to open the doors to that glass 

menagerie, revealing its idea of the next big thing on the Inner 

Harbor and showing off its notion of an encore pe1formance for 

the city and the region. 

Oddly, this is where the story of the Aquarium's 

multi-million Australia adventure begins: in the bathrooms. 

Inevitably, nature calls on the 1.6 million visitors who pass 

through the Aquarium's doors eve1y year. More often than not, 

the call sounds the moment they cross the threshold and turn in 

their tickets. 

"After a couple of decades go by, people expect a different 

level of amenities in a place like this," says Mark Donovan, senior 

director of exhibits and design. "It just got to the point here 

where our facilities were undersized. We had all those visitors 

coming and going out of that little triangular lobby, with only 

those two small restrooms there." 

Nearly a decade ago the Aquarium turned this challenge 

over to its longtime architectural partner, the Boston-based 

sion we would do out there would basically be it as far as physi

cal space on Pier 3. We could come back and revisit what's inside, 

but as far as our footprint on the pier, this would be it." 

In the end, the recommendation Poole and his firm delivered 

was to scrap all small plans. Shoot for the stars instead. Create a 

major new exhibit that could serve as a signature draw for the 

institution in the years and decades ahead. Somewhere in the 

process of getting that done, the Aquarium might manage to add 

a few extra bathroom stalls. 

Deluge, flood, drought, fire: To the obser

vant eye, all are in evidence up ahead on the bridge that joins 

Maryland and Australia. The basic conceptual sleight of hand at 

the Aquarium's next big thing is straight out of a children's 

adventure book-there is, literally, a bridge from here to there. 

It's up on the second floor of the new glass palace, around a 

bend visitors 'Nill soon follow into the Aquarium. On this over

cast Tuesday, with the Australia unveiling still 10 weeks off, the 

bridge is as good a place as any to pause and get the lay of the 

revamped Pier 3 landscape. 

Looking out toward Pratt Street, it's hard to believe what 

Pittenger says, that there was once talk of building a parking lot 

right in front of the Aquarium. Today, construction crews 



Dorchester County. Last year, the Aquarium announced plans to 

create a new Center for Aquatic Life and Conservation on 20 

acres of the Middle Branch of the Patapsco River, featuring a 

public park devoted to conservation themes, as well as a state-of

the-art animal-care facility. 

But the most public display to date of this expanded institu-

tiona] mission is Weinberg Park. Its plantings will be designed to 

be attractive and intriguing, but not in the a1tificially prettified 

way that's the norm along urban waterfronts. 

"These are not going to be gardens, not at all," Donovan says. 

"They're going to be planted like wild forests, dense with plant 

materials. There are going to be some very large trees, and the 

trees won't look like they just came from a greenhouse. The forest 

floor is going to have leaflitter and old logs. It's going to be like a 

natural habitat, although obviously very compressed, and we're 

going to interpret it like a natural habitat." 

The mmn entrance to the revamped 

Aquarium will be fmther west of the old one, near where the seal 

tanks used to be visible to passersby. Those tanks are gone now, 

as are the seals, who've all moved on to new homes. When visitors 

cross this new threshold, they will indeed find a bevy of ell.tra 

nite destination. In fact, Poole and his colleagues at 

Chermayeff-the firm specializes in exhibit design as well as 

architecture-proposed a habitat devoted to Arctic seabirds. In 

the lengthy decision-making process that followed, other con-

tenders included the Florida Everglades, a temperate rain forest, 

and the Chesapeake Bay watershed. 

Small teams were assigned to prepare detailed presentations 

advocating for each alternative. Surveys and focus groups were 

assembled to gauge the potential dra\'.ring power of different 

options. It was Jack Cover, general curator of the Aquarium, 

who proposed adding Australia's Northern Territory to the cast 

of contenders. 

"My first reaction was, 'Okay, Jack, you're going to have to 

show me,"' Pittenger says. "I must admit that, like most people, I 

didn't know much about that part of Australia." 

Remote and sprawling, the N01thern Territory doesn't rank 

among the most convenient tourism destinations available to the 

Aquarium's audience. Its biggest city, Darwin, has just 70,000 

residents. But the intrepid few who make the journey find an 

unspoiled and majestic landscape. The billion-year-old 

Katherine Gorge slices through red sandstone cliffs on a scale 

akin to our Grand Canyon. Jim Jim Falls drops from a height 

"YOU CAN'T TELL BY LOOKING, BUT THIS IS ACTUALLY 

) 

A BU~LDING VVITH ROOMS IN IT. BJ"\SICALLY~ • 
WE WRAPPED THE WHOLE THING IN HABITAT." 

bathroom stalls. They'll also find a new eatery, the Old Bay Cafe, 

and a new, bigger gift shop. Then they'll get to choose from 

among three journeys. They can wind around the world's water

ways in the original Aquarium, ending in the Amazon rain forest. 

Or they can head toward the dolphins at the Marine Mammal 

Pavilion on Pier 4. Or they can head for Australia. 

At the end of the bridge from here to there is the snug 

entrance to a canyon. The rocks here take on an earthier tone 

than the ones in the Allegheny cascade. Trickles of rainwater plop 

down from above, drawing the eye up a steep gorge carved by 

floodwaters. Driftwood abounds, gathered in seemingly wayward 

clumps. The snag of a dead eucalyptus tree pokes up, its trunk 

blackened with scorch marks. Under a rock overhang is a fading 

hint of charcoal a1twork, perhaps created by an Aborigine idling 

away the time while taking shelter from a storm. In such ellipti

cal fashion, the Aquarium's designers lay out the major natural 

forces at work in the Nmthern Territory. 

"We don't generally put up a lot of big signs," Pittenger says, 

''because it can detract from the experience. We want you to be 

engaged with this in a way that goes beyond being in the middle 

of downtown Baltimore, standing there reading text on a sign." 

At the outset of this project, this journey did not have a defi-

equal to the Inner Harbor's World Trade Center, then lands into 

a churning pool circled by tall cliffs. The more Pittenger learned, 

the more excited he became. 

"There's very little chance that a large number of our visitors 

will ever see this place," he says. "And it's just got an unbelievably 

powerful story. There's the extremes of it-the deluges, the fires, 

the d1y periods. And there are the animals, unbelievably unique. 

Ve1y few people will ever see these animals, except here." 

In 2001, Donovan, Cover, and Allan Sutherland, director of 

exhibits and production, made up the Aquarium's initial scout

ing expedition into the Northern Territ01y. They took in the 

most monumental of the region's sights, then eventually 

wandered upstream into some of the smaller tributaries that 

feed the Katherine and other major rivers. 

"When we got up into those," Donovan says, "we all just knew: 

'This is it."' Ever since, they've been about the business of re-cre

ating that sense of astonishment for visitors to the Inner Harbor. 

There are moments when theworkseemsan 

unending avalanche of unexpected complications. 

"You wanna know today's pet peeve?" Donovan says with 

an exasperated sigh while standing on the bridge from here 
) 



maneuver along strips of orange plastic fencing and between 

mounds of di1t rising out of supersized planters. 

Come December, the walk from Pratt Street to the 

Aquarium will no longer amount to a run of bare brick and con

crete. Instead, visitors will wind their way through little groves 

of tall trees and batches of swaying grasses set amid park bench

es and exhibit panels in the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg 

Waterfront Park. 

Winter may seem a less-than-ideal season to open a free 

waterfront park, but to architect Poole, this is an essential 

piece of the Inner Harbor's next big thing, one that represents 

a return to the Aquarium's roots. Patrons back in the 1980s 

entered the facility and landed straight away at an exhibit 

devoted to local habitats. Designers conceived this as the 

rightful starting point for a stroll around the waterways of the 

world. But this conceptual twist got obscured over the years, 

especially after visitor traffic patterns were rearranged to 

accommodate the opening of Marine Mammal Pavilion in 

1990 and to facilitate access to the cafeteria and gift shop 

located there. 

times. The Chesapeake seems so far away from them. It 

doesn't register, the connection the Bay has with the stream 
in their backyard." 

Weinberg Park will probably win only a smattering of the 

media attention that will be lavished on the Australia project. 

It's not as flashy or as expensive as the exhibit (which cost $66 

million of the $74.6 million total), but it represents an impor

tant shift in focus at the Aquarium. Pittenger dates this transi

tion to a 2003 institutional retreat that brought staff and board 

members together. 

"We made a commitment at that point to an expanded mis

sion," he says. "Now it's not like we said, 'Hey, we've done the 

economic development thing, and so now we're going to do 

something else.' If people get that impression, that's wrong. 

What the board agreed to do was keep that focus on economic 

development, but to build on it and to try to establish synergies 

that will work in a new arena." 

The topic central to these discussions was the iffY health of 

many coastal environments. As the Aquarium approached its 

25th bi1thday, its leaders found themselves looking out on a 
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·~ THE AQUARIUM IS AIMING FOR A HIGHER PROFILE ~! 
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~; CAN BE A TRUSTED VOICE PEOPLE CAN TURN TO." J • 

"As we looked at this new project," Poole says, "one thing we 

really wanted to do was to re-create that experience of leaving 

Maryland, that sense of embarking on a journey." 

Designed by Chermayeff in concert with the Virginia-based 

landscape architecture firm ofRhodeside & Harwell, Weinberg 

Park will feature plantings laid out in a curvilinear pattern that 

presents Maryland's natural landscape according to the larger 

east-to-west ecological reality of the state. First will come 

planters devoted to the coastal plain ofthe Bay's shores, then to 

the Piedmont region of Central Maryland, then to the upland 

forest farther west. 

A map, inlaid in granite, will describe the reach of the 

Chesapeake Bay watershed from southernmost Virginia into 

upstate New York. Looking up from that map, visitors will 

find their gaze climbing the glass crystal, up past this second

floor bridge to take in the full form of a 35-foot-tall cascade 

fed by 1,000 gallons of water a minute dropping over boul

ders crafted to match the look of Western Maryland's 

Allegheny Mountains. 

"This is going to be a celebration of the Bay watershed," 

Donovan says. "Of our visitors, 70 to 80 percent live within 

the watershed. But up in Pennsylvania and New York, where 

so many of them live, people don't think about that some-

wider world in which the natural areas the institution celebrates 

are threatened by the likes of development pressure, climate 

change, fisheries depletion, and pollution. The Aquarium has no 

intention of wading into political controversies, Pittenger is 

quick to explain, but it will aim for a higher profile on national 

and global stages as a place where people can turn for unbiased 

expertise and rock-solid information. 

"We see this as moving us from a place where people come 

mainly to find a sense of wonder and mystery, to a place where 

people can also come to find a new kind of engagement," he 

explains. "We think we can be a trusted voice people turn to 

about these issues." 

In fact, the Aquarium has been moving aggressively in this 

direction already. It joined the Chesapeake Bay Gateways 

Network, an alliance of regional tourism destinations work

ing with leadership from the National Park Service to bolster 

travel experiences with messages focused on the importance 

of stewardship and restoration to the future of the 

Chesapeake region. 

It has also taken an increasingly active role in roll-up-your

sleeves fieldwork. Aquarium staffers and volunteers have been 

instrumental in restoration work at wetlands in the city, near 

Fort McHenry, and on the Eastern Shore's Barren Island, in 
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